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When the Rickman Brothers Get Serious, They Build The Best.

And It's 47 Pounds Lighter Than Stock!

You can't fool us. We ride bikes on the street too, and we know. There's a foolish touch of Mike
Hailwood in the heart of just about every man who's ever swung a leg over a street bike. A touch of
Borris Murray too, although the stoplight-to-stoplight games soon become old. But oh, that next corner.
It's so different and such a new challenge from the last corner, or even the next one. But, you're on your
way to work and you certainly don't want to overdo it. You'll come back and take it on Saturday.

Be honest. It's happened before. And more than once too. But when you come right down to it, you
wonder whether 0l' Paint is up to the task. afterall the tires have about five thou on them and the shocks
have long since lost their initial vitality. But there was something about that corner. Something so
daringly inviting. You go back, and before you know it, you're pitching your bike in. You are committed.
There's no backing out and you're going to ride it for all it's worth.

The first time you feel the footpeg or sidestand scrape the ground there is an immediate uneasiness in the
pit of your stomach that makes you want to back off. But dammit, NO! You even press a little harder.
"My God, I'm doing it."

If the experience doesn't cure you of the affliction, then the cafe racer bug has bitten. You won't know it
for a while; not until you realize that that heap you've been riding this last year, the one the dealer told
you handled like it was on rails, actually feels like it's running on the ties.

Before long you'll have it sold and be in the market for something better. But mass-produced motorcycles
are rarely capable of handling those twisty road that you've decided to conquer. At least not at the speeds
you feel are within reach of your abilities. What to do?

Don't sell that monstrous four-banger just because it wiggles like a wounded snake every time you even
think about tilting it from a vertical plane. Afterall, hasn't that engine been reliable? And hasn't it been
able, when you forgot, to go twice the recommended distance between oil or plug changes without a
whimper. And it sure gets it on down the highway.

What you need is a new chassis to put around the mill. One that isn't designed to be the best for a given
price, but one that is designed to be the best. Period. And while you're at it, go all out. Do it right and all
that sort of thing.

That's what the Rickman Brothers do. They do it right. And their cafe racer kit for the 750 Honda is
without a doubt one of the most attractive and incredibly functional pieces of two-wheeled engineering on
the street surfaces of the world. If this doesn't do it for you, pack it in 'cause you can't take Agostini's bike
where you like to ride.

If you purchase a Rickman Cafe Racer kit, you're going to need a little more than just your engine though.
The carburetor and air filter box are needed. Also the exhaust system, side and center stands, oil tank with
adjacent plumbing, the battery compartment, control levers, cables and electrics including the wiring
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harness, and both body side panels and all instruments. Now, with all of this piled neatly into a box in the
corner of your garage, you begin to uncrate your CR kit.

First the fiberglass: the tank, the seat, the fairing. Orange. Brilliant orange. And the bubble shield; mild
blue. Just picking it up and looking through it makes you feel like you've crested the "ton." Putting this
baby together with a lot of TLC won't be too hard; although you really can't wait till you can get her up to
the rest stop near the top of that old mountain road. Won't those guys strain an eye or two.

Next the highly-polished front forks and a pair of beautiful disc-braked wheels. Both sport Borrani rims
and Dunlop TT100 tires. And then the frame. It's a gleaming, nickel-plated product of 531 Reynolds
manganese molybdenum tubing. Every joint is profiled, fitted and bronze-welded like a custom one-off
job. Assembly instructions very proudly claim that, "the stock Honda parts bolt straight on without
modification. No drilling or welding necessary."

We picked up our test bike already assembled, so we can't attest to the, accuracy of that statement. But the
Rickman people seem very adamant about it.

Complete in a matter of hours, the bike sits there waiting for you to take it out and put it through its paces.
You fire up the engine, which sounds even stronger than before, just sitting there idling. Take it out on the
street and see how it goes.

The first problem you'll notice is that there is very little steering lock. While this may be fine for a road
racer, cafe racers need a certain amount of manueverability for city traffic. Secondly, because the shift
lever had to be reversed in order to be reached by your newly-positioned feet, a backward shift pattern
must be learned. Rickman is working on linkage that will allow owners to maintain the standard
down-for-low arrangement, but it isn't available yet.

Out of town at last and up to your favorite set of bends. Conservatively at first, you begin testing the
limits of the bike. The Lockheed discs make it easy to go way beyond all those old braking markers you
memorized so diligently. Yet, when you clamp them on, they haul you down with such fierce smoothness
that it's hard to believe. Braking stability on this machine is second to none.

Deeper into the turns you go, heaving it over rt er an farther. Then it hits you. This thing is heeled over
more than you've ever been, but it isn't through yet. It wants more. So more you give it. And it just hangs
in there. The traction provided by the tires is phenomenal. The chassis is rigidly accurate and the brakes
perfect. On fast turns you can almost take your hands off the bars and steer the bike with your rump.

And the looks this beauty gets. Even old ladies in their Caddies do a double take. You can imagine the
conversation inside the last cop car you encountered. "Hey Herkewicz, that guy's got a racin' bike on the
street."

But the Rickman has turn signals. And it has a stop light and proper running lights. It's also quiet.
Besides, you were smoothly cruising at the posted speed limit. You know they'd love to pull you over, but
there's nothing in the books about not being able to ride a racing machine on the street if it meets all
federal and state requirements. And you know it bugs them.
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After your outing, there might be a few things you will want to alter just to suit you. The shift lever
position is one of them. And changing those awful Honda grips is a must. Now that you are putting a
greater percentage of your weight on them, they do bother you. Without a doubt you'll be giving some
thought to what you might be able to do to make the Rickman more comfortable. Here you're in trouble.

The positioning of the seat makes it mandatory that for even the slightest bit of comfort, the rider be at
least 5 ft. 10 in. or have a large upper torso. This would make it possible for him to ride all day without
constantly resting his rib cage on the unpadded tank surface. But getting real comfort out of the bike is
going to take some sacrificing.

You see, Rickman took a perfectly good seat-height-to-handlebar-height arrangement and ruined it by
padding the seat so well. This has raised the back end of the pilot just enough to put a strain on his back.
After a while in the saddle, you begin to notice a dull muscle pain at the base of your back. While with
practice you could strengthen your back and eventually overcome the discomfort, there are easier ways.

One would be to reduce the padding in the seat. Another would be to increase the handlebar height or to
purchase a set of clip-ons that are not so downswept. But this would require a minor reshaping of the
fairing cutaway in that area. Persons over 6 ft. 2 in. will find that their rear ends are backed up to the seat
upsweep, and that the machine is perfectly tailored for them. No alterations will be necessary.

The fuel tank is easy to remove; just one strap does the job, but watch out for the rubber pads under the
tank. They are glued to the tank at the factory and come unglued easily. At your earliest convenience, tape
them to the frame in their proper positions. Also, try to find some replacement petcocks for the tank. The
standard ones are clumsy and overly stiff.

Mirrors are going to be difficult to locate if you don't have a BMW dealer nearby. The mirrors you want
are the kind that attach through the grips and expand against the inside of the bars. You should probably
leave the control levers alone, although dropping a few beads of weld on the slick surface of the brake
pedal would certainly aid sole adhesion. But this means having the pedal replated.

The price of the Rickman kit is what one would expect to pay for a complete package. No extra nuts and
bolts to buy or extra parts to have hand fabricated. As such, the kit is an excellent purchase. But it's also a
great investment. When Rickman makes a budget frame they make a budget frame. But when they throw
cost to the wind and make a good frame, they make a great frame. With proper care, this chassis should
easily outlast more than one motor. And then, it will probably return a surprising percentage of your
initial investment. Not bad, eh chap?
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